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Buckeye Chapter: 2020 is Weird

          Hello Buckeyes! First, let me introduce 

myself. I’ve been a BMW CCA member since 

2007, and been involved in Tire Rack Street 

Survival since way back then. I’ve been in-

volved as chapter Vice-President after starting 

as Cincinnati Governor and Vice-Governor. I 

appreciate everyone’s support and am looking 

forward to 2020!

 My involvement in the club has brought 

me much joy over the years. I’ve been involved 

long enough to have made new friends, and 

to have lost some friends. I’m always looking 

for ways to meet new people, and to help get 

members talking to grow new friendships.

 The BMW CCA is similar to other clubs in 

that a small percentage of members are very 

active, and a large percentage isn’t very active. 

As your President, if any of you have ideas on 

what the club could do for you, please let me 

know! It was an idea like that which has jump 

started the Buckeye Chapter’s eSports program. 

See page three of this issue for details.

 That’s the kind of introduction I was 

planning on using to introduce myself. But, 

2020 isn’t a normal year, is it?

For work, I travel a lot. OK, I traveled a lot. 

My last trip had me flying home on Valentine’s 

Day. I guess after 15 years of marriage (as of 

December 2020, anyway), you’re allowed to be 

away from home on Valentine’s Day. :)  Where 

was I? Seattle. Like 10 miles south of the 

outbreak. We joked about it then, but we were 

just starting to hear about community spread. 

We were pretty sure that we were on the 

precipice of something nasty.

 I work in computer security / cyber 

defense. I’ve spent my career fighting viruses 

and human intruders. We have an incident 

response process to detect, identify, contain, 

and eradicate adversaries from our networks. It 

is so weird to hear these same words on TV in 

a totally different context.

    2020 is weird. I’ve gone from being the only 

person in my department who works remotely, 

to the company offering up full-time remote 

work to anyone that wants it. My neighbors 

need to be teachers to their children while 

working from home. I have a co-worker who’s 

playing nurse to a sick 

child while getting their 

work done. I’m lucky 

enough to have a job, but 

not everyone is. We now 

live in a time of Social 

Distancing, masks, and      

      other ways to keep each 

other healthy. In some way, I’m appreciating 

this national push to consider our neighbors’ 

well-being!

 In my years in the Buckeye chapter, I’ve 

enjoyed many of the Club’s activities. HPDE’s, 

the Chili Party, Holiday Party, monthly dinners, 

and Tire Rack Street Survival. Unfortunately, 

many of these events would not be quite as 

much fun standing six feet apart. Some are 

almost impossible to do at all. 

 I want to give a special shout out to the 

D R I V E R S  O F  A L L  S K I L L  L E V E L S  I N V I T E D !

Join us for the 2020 Buckeye Chapter 

Mid-Ohio 
Drivers’ School

August 21-23
Registration is open now!
Go to buckeyebmwcca.org and click on Drivers’ Schools, 
then just select the school to sign up on motorsportreg.com

Check-in is Friday, August 21 at our headquarters motel, 
Quality Inn and Suites, 419-886-7000

Mark Jeanmougin
Buckeye Chapter
President

The Buckeye Chapter of the BMW CCA has planned another fantastic 

HPDE event, subject to national and state Covid-19 mandates. Due to 

social-distancing guidelines our format may need to be adjusted, so 

please check buckeyebmwcca.org for the latest information. 

In the mean time, don't forget to make hotel reservations and sign up 

for the Buckeye Chapter August Drivers' School at motorsportsreg.com.
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Driving Events Committee (DEC). This group has stepped 

up over the last few weeks. They’ve had personnel changes, 

new regulations, insurance changes from National, and all 

kinds of other stuff thrown at them. They haven’t backed 

down. They’ve stepped into it and are working to ensure that 

members have the option of a safe, fun event in August! In 

a normal year, they appreciate having new volunteers. This 

year, they’d super-appreciate it! If nothing else, it’ll help you 

understand why Buckeyes have a special place in their hearts 

for a Cadillac on the track.

 I do know that I’ve really enjoyed the Tech Talks over 

Zoom that the Columbus Area has been hosting. If you 

missed them, didn’t hear, or want to know more, please 

reach out and we’ll help! Or, if you have an idea for a 

future Tech Talk, let me know!

 We don’t know how long Social Distancing will last. 

And, we don’t know what things will be like “after”. I hope 

that we carry with us a newly-gained respect for teachers, 

healthcare workers, and all those who put food on our 

tables. My wife and I have been taking daily walks together. 

It’s been a great way to stay healthy, build our relationship, 

and enjoy the weather.

 As I write this on Memorial Day weekend, I should be 

planning picnics and a trip to the Indy 500. I don’t know 

what the rest of the year will bring. I do know that I’m 

surrounded by one thousand, two hundred and fifty-nine 

other BMW CCA members in this Chapter that all want to 

come together, share experiences, and have a good time. I 

know that our Regional Vice-President (Hi Tim!), our DEC, 

our TRSS coaches, our eSports coordinator, and Area leaders 

all volunteer so that they can put on fun, safe events for all 

our members. 

 If you have a title in the club, volunteer, or are one of 

those that come out, enjoy, have fun, and give us suggestions 

on how to improve: I THANK YOU! This club has been a 

blast for me, and I hope to put a smile on your face! ■

When you’re stuck at home, and 
you’ve already fixed all of your BMWs, 

there’s really only one thing left to do! 
Take your car enthusiasm online!

The Buckeye Chapter has been talking about an 

eSports league for a few years now. The goal is to 

provide a new way for members to interact and 

build friendships. 2020 marks our inaugural year. 

We’ve standardized on the excellent iRacing simulator 

software. We can all play from our homes and race against Buckeyes from all over!

 Our 2020 season features a weekly iRacing event every Thursday, from 8PM to 

10PM. We try to pick a new track each week, and usually run the same car for 

several weeks at a time, so people can get used to it. The general format is as follows:

 If you’re new to iRacing, it’s a little different from Mario Kart or Crazy Taxi. The 

driving physics are about as good as they get, short of a $100,000 simulator used 

by a race team. It’s the realism that makes it accessible. If you’re in the club, you’ve probably driven a “full scale” car :) 

If so, you’ll be right at home driving in iRacing. Don’t be intimidated, we have racers at all skill levels participating. 

Some drivers are racing for the podium; other drivers are racing against their own best lap. We use a voice app called 

“discord” that allows us to talk throughout the evening. It also makes it easier to say "Get out of the way" or "I’m 

sorry!" when something crazy happens. There’s plenty of fun for everyone! So far, we’ve had events at Lime Rock 

Park, Mid-Ohio (of course!), Road Atlanta, and more. The grid has plenty of room for more racers, so come join us!

   BMW CCA BUCKEYE CHAPTER

eSPORTS2020 : INAUGURAL SEASON

8-9:20 PM: Practice 

9:20-9:30 PM: Open Qualifying

9:30-10PM: Race

Room Name: BMW CCA Buckeye Chapter

Password: Buckeyes2020
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Video of the Sim Racing Tech Talk - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITaj2qQh22w

By the time you read this, the BMW M4 GT4 should have been released. This sets us up for a great opportunity 

to challenge the Porsche Club in a BMW vs Porsche series on all of our favorite tracks around the world. This is a 

recent announcement from iRacing and details are still being formed up, so please check back soon for updates. ■



has a unique artistic style. He paints with coffee. A 

little background is in order.       

Adrian did a series of 100 pen and ink BMW pieces 

for the 100th anniversary of BMW. The pieces had a 

wash of coffee to enhance their image, thus called “The 

Coffee Series”. These were purchased by Mike Ura, a 

BMW CCA Foundation trustee, and displayed at the 

Foundation a couple of years ago. This was my first 

taste of Adrian’s talent. 

 His next major work for the Foundation was the 

“Blue Hero” panorama honoring Jochen Neerpasch 

and his contribution to BMW Motorsport. For the 

unveiling, Adrian and his lovely wife Monica came 

to South Carolina to be a part of the opening of the 

ICON exhibit. I was happy to meet and spend some 

time with them there. After the opening, Adrian and 

Monica had planned to attend The Vintage event, so 

Lance White, his friend Safet, Bill Wade, Jaynee and I 

escorted them to Hot Springs, North Carolina, where 

we stayed in a quaint hotel the night before the event. 

Here, we got to spend more time getting to know them 

and learn a bit about life in Romania. After they went 

home, I became Facebook friends with Adrian and 

Monica as he posted more illustrations he was working 

on, and shows he did illustrations for. Fast forward to 

this past March and the advent of staying home, and 

Adrian posted the question to his friends, “What car 

Of Coffee, Creativity, 
and Kindness in the 
time of Quarantine

How did you spend your quarantine time of relaxation?  

 Did you find new ways to count the holes in the 

acoustic ceiling tiles? Devising field trips to the liquor 

store to expand your home schooling? Being retired for 

a bit of time, now, I’ve been 

prepared for hanging out at 

home. So, the last two months 

have been kind of normal. Not 

being able to sporadically run 

out for a hot fudge sundae is 

an issue, but one adapts. I hope you were still able to 

interact with at least some of our friends in the BMW 

community, even from home. That is what makes this 

Club such a fun experience; the people we get to know 

and hang out with.   

 Up till now, we planned meetings, drives, HPDE’s 

and other opportunities to get together with impunity. 

All we needed was a time we could meet up and good 

weather. But now, during this pandemic, we have been 

dependent on electronics and virtual space. Zoom 

meetings, Facebook and even something as mundane 

as email. It’s kept us going, but now we want to get 

back to normal, whatever that is.

 During this forced intermission, I was able to 

while away some time following an unusual series of 

car art on Facebook, presented by Mitu Adrian Valentin. 

Adrian is a car enthusiast and artist from Romania who 

by Tim 

Beechuk
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  Crazy.
..

Old Timer, possibly-sort-of-drunk guy “I remember in the ‘60s we’d go to Pat’s drive-in and Sally was 
there and we’d burn rubber in Dave Simpleton’s ’66, which was even the same color as this car…oh man, Sally…she was 
great…she lived over by where the ground caught on fire in ’59 when Ted Tedson hit that light pole with his Healey…boy, 
that Healey really was something…”

Name Dropper “I was just talking to Wally Parks about this type of A/FX Ford Mustang the week before he 
died…” “I was chatting with David Hobbs on the phone when this car popped up on my screen and gave me the tingles…”

"Oh Crap, I’ll never afford these" guy “Ugh. That ship has sailed. ANOTHER ship has sailed. Dammit.”

Bitter person that can’t afford it “Have fun changing those rod bearings and paying for that, otherwise 
your engine will explode and THEN YOU’LL HAVE NOTHING” 

I just want to say I have one of these too, person. (Also version that is 
superior.) “Yeah my ’73 has that funky thing on the door, too” “Yeah my ’73 had that funky thing, until I took it to 
Jens Steependorfer and he worked his magic on it. That door issue really spoiled the whole car…I don’t know how people 
can live with that.” 

Pain in the neck that will never bid, yet is superior. “Appreciate the start-up video, but 
please post a new start-up video of the tailpipe so I can see the tailpipe on a cold start. And post pictures of the spark plugs, 
and compression readings and leak-down results of each cylinder, notarized by a VP of a bank”. 

Selling a car on Bring-a-Trailer (BaT) is a 
great thing,  but the comments section can be 
a minefield. For every prospective buyer there 
are 10, or 100, “experts” aching to share their 
expertise, or to simply sabotage your sale. 

Here are just a few of the usual characters:

by Scott Aaron
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would you like to have in your living room to gaze at 

and appreciate in this time of isolation?” This prompted 

his new series he called CARantine. Images of fun and 

stylish cars to enjoy during the quarantine. People 

started mentioning a favorite vehicle and Adrian was 

able to capture some in a pen and ink sketch, then 

enhance it with a coffee wash. These were really well 

done and now everyone that had him as a friend, 

could enjoy the CARantine series. The cars offered up, 

of which a number were illustrated by Adrian, ran the 

gamut of beautiful and desirable. Many BMW’s such 

as the exotic Group 5 M1 in Kenwood livery of our fa-

vorite Cincinnati collector, but also a number of other 

marques. Every day I would watch for a new car. I was 

enjoying the anticipation. One day, I thought I would 

offer up my idea of a favorite to gaze upon, an early 

60’s Ferrari Formula 1 “sharknose”, the Tipo 156. I re-

ally liked the menacing look of that car. To my surprise 

and pleasure, Adrian asked me for a couple of images 

of the car. I posted three that I thought nice. Adrian 

asked if he could add Phil Hill to the image. Wow, of 

course he could!  

 That was the car in which Hill won the 1961 

World Championship. The anticipation built again. A 

few days later he posted the pen sketch, I loved it. It 

was Hill, in the sharknose, diving into the Karussell at 

the Nurburgring during the German Grand Prix. He 

said, stay tuned, he would add the coffee. When he 

posted the final image. I was awed; one reason was for 

the beauty of the illustration, but also was the honor 

of him doing this for me. I can’t thank him enough. 

A friend from Europe caring about the car community 

across the world and providing a little escape for us 

all. This is why this Club matters, we can unite as one 

and have friends wherever there are BMWs. Here is 

Adrian’s “coffee” Ferrari; it's also now the wallpaper on 

my computer screen. ■

Pain in the neck that will never bid, yet is superior. “Appreciate the start-up video, but please post a new start-up video of the tailpipe so I can 
see the tailpipe on a cold start. And post pictures of the spark plugs, and compression readings and leak-down results of each cylinder, notarized by a VP of a bank”. 

Conspiracy guy “So funny, we keep asking for a boroscope video of the inside of the oil filter while the engine is running, yet they continue to ignore that. Verrrry 
interesting, seller! VERY INTERESTING!!!”

Expert and Condescending Expert “You couldn’t get that steering wheel in this color, that year. Someone might want to ask about that.” “Besides the steer-
ing wheel not being remotely original (it’s laughable, really), I think we all know that there are so many red flags here that only a newbie would be compelled to bid on such an 
example. God help that person.” 

Expert with a bad memory “I thought all steering wheels had a blue badge that year. Or maybe none of them had the blue badge that year? Wait, did I say 
‘blue’? I meant ‘metal’. Or maybe I’m thinking of Pontiacs. Hmm.” 

Poser expert “I once heard something from a very knowledgeable person that he heard from an authority on this car that they all had steering wheel badges, but there 
was some whole thing with that. Like the colors and stuff were a thing.” 

Person that bids for no reason. Would be mortified if they won it. 
“I just bid $1200 for no reason! Haha!” The car is worth $50k, easily. It is the first hour of the auction. 

Just wants to be tangentially involved guy “It is pretty near me, maybe I’ll swing by and look.” Never swings by and looks. 

Arcane knowledge-ite The second-year model had headlight rings made out of plated bronze, after that they were polished aluminum, which came from a factory in 
the Ukraine that burned down mysteriously after the third model year. This car has fourth-year and after headlight rings, which are therefore incorrect on a second-year car.” ■



Okay, so it’s been a year or so, (Actually two, but who’s counting. – ed.) but we’re 

back on the Taiga 2002 rebuild. The build has been interrupted by cold weather and 

frequent Florida vacations. Since our last installment we have accomplished the 

following tasks:

 • Repaired the passenger side parking brake cable carrier

 • Completed installation of brake lines and calipers/shoes

 • New fuel line from tank to engine

 • Found a source for a sway bar bolt spacer

 • Rebuilt the heater box

Nothing 
Is Easy

The Sequel, by George Saylor

We have new parking brake cables, as the original 45-year-old pieces were suspect. 

Removing them was quite a task. We found the tube/carrier on the passenger side had 

been damaged, and we could not fit the new cable. It appeared that the tube was dam-

aged and split open, and then repaired with putty or something else to make it water-

proof. I ended up cutting out a section and then fit a piece of (soft) copper tubing in its 

place. Not pretty, but it works. 

The parking brake cables are affixed to the bottom 

of the rear trailing arms with a metal clip. I recall the 

originals were still attached to the old cables when 

I put them in the trash last year. No problem, I’ll just 

order new ones. $27 EACH????

Brake lines and the fuel line were fairly easy using steel tubing and metric fittings. I had 

my doubts about getting one-piece OEM lines, so there are a few unions in there. I have 

done these before on other cars and they all stopped and did not blow up.

We have some Suspension Techniques sway bars courtesy of Jim’s original Malaga race 

car (now fitted with Ireland Engineering pieces). Somehow I lost one of the 3/8” x 3/16” 

bearing spacers on the lower bolt. Checked the floor under the geometric center of 

the car but it was not there. ST still has the sway bars kits and they post the installation 

instructions on-line. The instructions included a diagram and parts list. Found out that 

instead of one spacer on each side it needs two. So now I need three more spacers. I 

looked last year for spacers but I could not find the correct size and ST apparently does 

not sell individual parts. So I tried another search recently and found Southwest Speed, 

out of Fort Smith Arkansas. They had the exact spacer, so a bag of 10 is on its way. Persistence 

pays off, even if it takes a year.

And then - the heater box. Jim told me he found rebuilt units for about $800-$900. Surely 

there must be a better alternative. He bought a rebuild kit which consisted of new O-rings, 

foam (for the door flaps), and a metal support for the heater valve. Luckily Jim has been 

buying used 2002 parts for many years to support his race cars, so we had about three 

or four heater boxes. All of them were in pretty poor condition, so we disassembled 

them and chose the better components to complete one box.

So it was off to Ace Hardware, which always has a great selection of 

weird stuff. $1.19 each and I’ve got my new clips. 

BUCKEYE CHAPTER
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The plastic boxes are riveted together so we simply drilled out the rivets to open up the 

boxes. Even the best outer shells of the box (I’ll call them the top and the bottom) had 

some sort of cracks. The top one we chose had a bad fan (they either didn’t work or the 

blades hit the housing) so we used the best fan (metal blades). We test-fit it by hand 

and found the blades hitting the shroud. Not good. When we finally installed the retaining 

clips (an almost impossible task) we discovered that the clips center the fan precisely 

and the blades no longer hit. Now, those retaining clips are darned near impossible to 

install. In fact, the rebuild kit had instructions on how to cut part of the shroud and repair 

them with wire coat hangers. We just swapped the top of the box with one 

where someone had already busted out the shroud and used it. No wire 

repair, as I was done messing with it. 

We had already replaced O-rings, lubed things up, and glued the new foam 

pieces on so once the fan was fitted we only needed to hook up the power 

and ground wires to the board on the side of the lower box. Power wire 

would reach the connector but there was no way we could get the ground 

wire on. I spliced in a short piece and when I placed it on the connector on 

the board that part disintegrated. Removed the board from the bottom box 

we were using and also from a donor box. Fortunately nothing shattered 

when I riveted the new board on the box. Remember, 45-year-old plastic.

Now it was time to assemble top and bottom boxes. We used rivets but hon-

estly I should have used small bolts. That way we could separate the halves 

without further drilling and potential damage to the plastic. We had already riveted 

the aluminum support plate for the heater valve so attaching the valve was next.

We had disassembled several of the valves we had. We selected the one we didn’t 

take apart to use on the box. Due to my engineering degree and refusal to read 

instructions I kept futzing (a technical term) with the operation of the valve and the 

fresh air flap inside the box. Having removed and reinstalled the valve a number of 

times, the microscopic fastener which holds the lever on the valve stripped. We then 

were committed to fixing one of the valves we took apart to inspect earlier. Only 

problem with those valves was they use a flat O-ring and we had none. They were 

either lost or torn. Off to Ace Hardware to source an O-ring. I found a round O-ring 

which fit and appears to seal the valve. We’ll find out if it works when we install it in 

the car and run coolant through it under pressure. We also discovered that the origi-

nal valve was stripped because someone had used a sheet metal screw instead 

of a machine screw. It made me feel a little better.   

Once I read the workshop manual I learned the proper operation of the valve 

and flap and we were in business. The separate Bowden cables for the valve 

and flap operate off of a single lever in the controls. You would have thought that 

would have made it easy enough to understand but no, it doesn’t work that way 

when you’re a retired engineer and still feel a need to prove yourself! Why didn’t 

we just buy a new heater valve? A new one costs over $300. And what about a 

rebuilt heater box for $800? Nah, you’ve got to supply your own heater valve. 

Some day we will discover if we truly have a functioning heater box or if we have 

built a Summer-only car. Onward to the next set of challenges – wiring harness 

(ugh), engine and trans, interior. We’ll see you in a year or so. ■
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Marshall
Garrison
Cincinnati
Area 
Governor

Greetings Cincy Area Peeps and Buckeye Bimmerphiles!

 Well, since it’s been awhile, we’d all think a lot has happened since our last 

communiqués from the Driving Light here. Despite a distinct lack of activities, due 

to the wholly unexpected covid-related constraints, there are a few things to report.

 This new year has brought a few new changes, and more than most. In January, 

we metup at Mac’s Pizza Pub in Fairfax – aside from their as-usual delicious pizza 

and our usual camaraderie, we held our annual area elections. I continue as Area 

Governor, and we welcome Jason Kramb as Area Vice Governor, while our former 

Area Vice Governor has transitioned to be our Buckeye Chapter President – 

welcome aboard Jason, and congratulations to Mark Jeanmougin as well!

 February found us first at the annual holiday party, this time at the Carillon 

Brewing Company in Dayton – I was only able to pop in briefly, but, thanks to 

everyone who hosted and put on an amazing party! 

 Then we were back at the China Gourmet in Hyde Park, where they served up 

an excellent meal for us. In March, we managed to squeeze in a meeting at Mac’s 

Pizza Pub again, shortly ahead of the Ohio lockdown, again delicious and always 

fun to be with everyone! Between compliance and caution, we’ve been following 

directives from both the club’s national office as well as state and local, so more 

direct activities have been out for the last couple months – stay tuned, we’ll be back 

to in-person social events as soon as we can, however they may be structured for 

safety considerations! 

 Now, it is with the utmost sadness for anyone who may not have heard already, 

we have lost one of our dear friends and Buckeye Chapter founders, Cincinnati 

Area member Safet Hatic. I’ve had the pleasure of knowing him since I first came 

to Cincinnati Area meetings 36 years ago, and he’s always been among the several 

Buckeye members I’ve known the longest. He will be sorely missed and to all of 

Safet’s family and loved ones, my sincerest condolences, both personally and on 

behalf of the Cincinnati Area.

 Many of you, of course, also know our long-time Cincinnati Area regulars and 

Mid-Ohio driving school organizers, Bud Dornette, and his wife, Mary. We are 

wishing Bud and all his loved ones the best as he has had serious medical issues 

develop this year. We send them the best to know our thoughts are with them at 

such a difficult time.■

Scenes from the Buckeye Chapter Holiday Party. 
Left: some of the great giveaway items kindly provided 
by the BMW CCA Foundation, Forgeline, and Voss 
Village BMW. Center: Mark and Jaynee emceeing the 
drawing. Right: A great buffet, local brews and great 
friends made for a wonderful time, and no one went 
home empty handed!

Photos courtesy of Chuck Grafton and ed.
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Disclaimer: Neither the Buckeye Chapter nor 
BMW CCA, Inc. is affiliated with BMW AG or 
BMW NA or any other commercial enterprise. 
The statements contained herein are solely the 
words of the authors, and no endorsement or 
guarantee of fitness is implied by their publica-
tion. Some modifications described herein may 
void your warranty, or violate State or Federal 
laws for street applications. If in doubt about 
any repair or modification, consult your dealer 
or other expert before undertaking it. All articles 
are the opinion of the authors, and modifications 
outlined herein might void warranties, anger the 
neighbors or invoke plagues of locusts. Some 
exclusions may apply, your mileage may vary.
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area news

Mark Arnold
Columbus

Area 
Governor

Rather than focus on how COVID-19 has wrecked what was on track to be a 

stellar year of events for the BMW CCA, I want to focus on how social distancing, 

interacting remotely, and trying new things have made this club more resilient and 

continued to attract new members and bring us all a little closer together even when 

we can’t meet in person. Here’s the last few months in review from the perspective of 

the Columbus area.

 On January 23rd, we had our annual elections and social event at the Winking 

Lizard. We unanimously voted Jessica Frasure in as our new Vice-Governor! Please 

be sure to thank her for volunteering the next time you see her! Also, a big thank 

you to Chuck Grafton on being an awesome Vice-Governor for the last two years! 19 

members showed up for the elections, which I think might be a record of some kind. 

We also had very lively conversations based around our guest speakers.

 One of the night’s speakers was Tom Van Winkle, also one of our newest mem-

bers! He gave us an overview of his new app, Track Side Schedule. His aim is to help 

driving schools make track days easier to manage and less frustrating for 

drivers by helping better track changes in the ever evolving track schedule. 

We had a lot of member engagement and hope to be able to test drive TSS 

in the future.

      Then something amazing happened; Rob Varcho, one of the Columbus 

regulars, brought in some well worn parts off of his E37 Z3 and sparked a 

lively discussion led by Gary Derian and his excellent knowledge of suspension 

systems. From here, we started a monthly tech talk; see page 12.

       After our January meeting, in what seems like another lifetime, when we 

shared food with people from other households and helmets with complete 

strangers, we used to go karting. Our last event was February 8th, and we 

had an absolute blast. We had two full run groups at Buckeye Electric Indoor 

Karting with three sessions each. Congrats to Scott McNutt, our fastest driver 

of the day, and Matt Laci, who were both able to break into the 35s (that’s pretty fast)!

 Later that month, on February 27th, we met at Mellow Mushroom in Dublin for 

our February Meeting. We had a record 28 members show up and believe the new 

addition of a Tech Talk was a draw for a few new faces to join us! Matt Scott pre-

pared a presentation on brake systems, check the tech talk section for more details.

 This brings us to March, where we were supposed to meet up at the Rail in 

Dublin. As you may have guessed, this meeting was cancelled due to Ohio issuing 

stay at home orders. This was especially heartbreaking because we had scheduled a 

special guest speaker, Craig Derian, who would be covering suspension systems.

 The shutdown caught us all a little off guard and affected everyone a little 

differently. Rather than give up though, we started to move digital. First up was virtual 

tech talks, without skipping more than a couple beats we got our first tech talk online 

for April 22nd, with Gary Derian presenting a Tech Talk on tires. Next up, on May 

13th, we gave a tech talk on eSports and tried to give an introduction to members on 

how to take their driving hobby online. This talk segues into our latest initiative, an 

eSports league. Every Thursday night we get together online to play iRacing together 

as a chapter, so please check out the eSports article for more details on what’s 

happening there.

 With Ohio starting to reopen in June, we will look at resuming our in-person 

meetings, when gatherings of more than 10 people are allowed. We will focus on 

outdoor spaces and food options that keep people as safe as we can.
Continued
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 We’re constantly trying to improve the BMW CCA, and we believe that 

transparency is really important for that. If you were wondering why we 

have been meeting in the NW corner of Columbus so much recently, the 

answer is because that’s where most of our members live. Here’s a fun 

graphic to show our geographic distribution.

 We don’t want to exclude people from other parts of Columbus, so we 

will continue to move around and try new places.

 Note that the larger and darker the circle, the more members live there.

 With that being said, we are always looking for new ideas for club meet-

ings and social events, if you have any ideas and can’t wait for a meeting, 

please email us at columbus@buckeyebmwcca.org! We’d love to hear about 

a new place to try for a meeting. We have three basic requirements: a nice 

big parking lot where we can grab a corner to hang out before eating, a good 

drink selection, and a private room for 20+ people so we can hear each other 

talk. For now we are focusing on more outdoors-focused event ideas. ■

                                                END OF AN ERA

Foreign Car Service closes its doors
After nearly 50 years of serving the imported car repair needs of the Dayton 

area, Mike McCarthy has retired and closed his business. In addition to being 
a master mechanic, Mike has always been a great friend to the BMW CCA, and 
helped many fellow members with their street and race modifications.

Mike will now have more time for his wife, Ellen, his barbershop quartet, and 
working on his own cars, including a pristine 2002. We wish him all the best.

BUCKEYE CHAPTER

DRIVING LIGHT 
S U M M E R  2 0 2 0

Wow! That’s the first word that comes to mind 

when thinking back over the events of the past 

five months, and how club activities have been affected (cancelled).

 Beginning in January, Dayton held elections for Governor and Vice 

Governor at the Troll Pub in Dayton, and re-elected Alex Watts as Vice 

Governor and myself as Governor.

 On February 1 the Dayton Area hosted the annual Buckeye Chapter 

Holiday Party, held at Carillon Brewery at Carillon Park in Dayton. 

It was a huge success, with 95+ in attendance, making it the best 

attended Holiday Party not at Lance White’s fantastic place. LOL. 

Lots of door prizes were passed out. All attending seemed to have a 

great time.

 The February monthly meeting was held at TJ Chumps in Fairborn, 

where nothing much was accomplished. I guess unknowingly we were 

prepping for what was about to overtake us.

 Obviously, there wasn’t a meeting in March and there hasn’t been 

one since. I had been working on a schedule for meeting locations for 

the balance of the year, but that was shot down.

 I sincerely hope everyone has been safe and stayed healthy through 

all this, and hopefully we’ll see all of you when we come out the other 

side of this pandemic. ■

Columbus (continued)
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 Steve Schardt
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 Coordinator
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Dohn Roush
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Cincinnati Area 
 Governor
 Marshall Garrison

cincinnati@buckeyebmwcca.org

 Vice Governor
 Jason Kramb

Columbus Area 
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 Mark Arnold
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Dayton Area 
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 Chuck Craves
 dayton@buckeyebmwcca.org
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 Alex Watts
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 Governor
 Phil Ross
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 Vice Governor
 Jim Troknya

Toledoans, welcome to the new era. 

We’ve all have experiences that are worthy of mention. Hopefully you 

and yours have been safe and healthy while practicing an abundance of 

caution. I can't wait to see all the most popular phrases for the year 2020. 

 The social gathering aspects of the Toledo Area monthly 

meetings have been nil since I went to Florida early in the new year. 

As for me personally, I attended my first Mecum’s car auction in 

Kissimmee. It was a nine day, premier event, and I think I was there 

five days. It was very entertaining, with the live televised auction and 

all the surrounding activities. I was able to take a drifting joy ride in a 

Dodge Hellcat, peruse the staging area for the auction, walk miles of 

aisles in tent shelters, and see “The Bid Goes On” cars on display that 

did not sell across the block. 

 It was good to learn that there’s a Library area where sellers make 

support documentation and accompanying spare parts available for 

review by prospective buyers. One Triumph TR3 had the original 

sales receipt, along with 3-ring binders of documentation, where an 

American service man stationed in Europe had bought the car and 

imported it to the US. 

 The most memorable experience was seeing, and making the 

opening bid on, the original Bullitt Mustang driven by Steve McQueen 

in the movie, Bullitt. Of course, everyone in the auction arena made 

the same bid, which was the price paid when the car was last sold, 

$3500. Selling price with buyers premium was $2.7 million.

 In late February Rhonda and I continued our road trip, and 

headed West along I-10 to fulfill a bucket list goal of visiting all 50 

States of the Union. We have about 11 to go, and 6 were planned this 

year. We had a two-day stop in New Orleans and then on to Galveston. 

 On Friday, 13 March we were lunching with friends in Houston 

when the server announced that the next day the restaurant was 

closing due to health concerns of a pandemic. It was downhill from 

there. While cruising back to Galveston that afternoon, we were body 

slammed by an old Dodge Neon driven by a 16-year-old. But that’s 

another story.

 Our road trip continued undaunted and we headed to Scottsdale. 

Carlsbad Caverns was on the program and was open for visitation, as 

we learned from reliable NPS phone contact the afternoon before. But 

the next morning, as we arrived, a sign posted at the entrance said all 

amenities were closed, but the toilets were open! Thank goodness. 

 From then on, our road trip was limited to sightseeing of the 

beautiful desert mountainous landscape and cacti as we visited the 

areas of the Pecos; Roswell, NM and Scottsdale. By April 1, all of 

our ongoing reservations were cancelled by the timeshare hosts, and 

desert scenery was getting old, so we pulled the plug and made a 

beeline home. 2000 miles with sunny skies and a strong tailwind got 

us home in three days, to the land of 14 days of self-isolation.

 All things pass. ■



Images from Gary Derian's 
Tire Tech Talk on Zoom

I usually like to include a “What’s holding you back from coming to a meeting?” 

question, but now I guess you have a legitimate excuse to not show up (not really!)

 An impromptu combination of recently replaced parts and an expert on the topic sparked a 

new portion of the Columbus Area meeting. Our first unofficial tech talk featured Gary Derian and 

his knowledge of suspension when an area member brought in parts from his recently replaced 

suspension. The talk was such a hit we decided to make it a regular part of our monthly meeting.

 The February meeting included a talk on brakes by Matthew Scott, who focused on the different 

parts of the brake system, differences between various models systems, common upgrades people 

consider for both street and track, as well as maintenance schedules. The talk included showing 

some spare parts to illustrate and answer additional questions, and was appreciated by all, and 

was followed by quite a bit of discussion.

 Our March, April, and May area meetings were cancelled, but we took the opportunity to take 

this new concept online!

 In April, Gary Derian gave a more formal tech talk, on Zoom, about tires. Gary is a tire expert, 

and gave us a rundown of the following topics as well as answered a bunch of member questions:

• internal construction

• tread design and compound

• inflation and nitrogen inflation

• winter, all season and performance tires

• track use

Video of the Tire Tech Talk - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD35iuMJraw
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Buckeye Chapter 
BMW Car Club of America
P.O. Box 750756
Dayton, OH 45475 Go to www.buckeyebmwcca.org for the latest event information and updates.


